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An electrical dc network consisting of m edges with given conductances and of 
n points, n, of which are marked as terminal points, can be reduced to an equivalent 
network with connections between the n, terminals only (terminal network). In 
the special case n, = 2, reduction of the given network results in one single conduct- 

a1 
awe. The computation of the 

0 2 
replacement conductances as functions of the 

given conductances requires the inversion of matrices with variable coefficients. 
In order to avoid these explicit inversions two more direct methods will be 

discussed : 
(1) .A theorem (forest theorem) is proved which reduces the algebraic calculation 

to a combinatorial problem, and 

(4 a recursive algorithm (ec algorithm) is developed which simplifies stepwise 
the given network, thus leading to terminal networks. 

For the sake of simplicity all considerations have been formulated in the terminol- 
ogy of Ohmic networks with conductances. Generalization to passive ac networks 
and admittances should be obvious. 

1. INTRODUCTIOIS 

The theory of Ohmic networks represents an interesting and attractive 

application of elementary linear algebra. It is fascinating to observe 

how far the geometrical (topological) properties of networks are reflected 

in algebraic relations. One can recognize-also in electrical engineering 
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practice--that there is a tendency not simpl?- to translate the network 

properties into the language of linear equations and then to restrict work 

to the field of algebra, but rathcxr to extract as much information as possible 

from the geometrical situation and to make use of this knowledge, In 

the present paper this tcndenc!. will bc follo\vcd closely. 

Our problem is briefl?. the following: Given a topologically fixed 

connected network consisting of vz edges and n points, with a conductance 

gk attached to each edge IT,>. and lzl points marked as terminal points, 

we look for the simplest n&work ha\.ing the same number of terminals 

as, and being equivalent to, th<% gi\.en network. ‘This means it should 

show the same behavior \vith rebpect to the terminals. The conductancrs 

of the simple network are not to bc calculated Illunericnlly but arc> to be 

expressed as functions of the gil-en R,,. Elementary consideration shows 

that this simplest network contains the tclrminal points only and that the 

replacement conductances arc rational functions of the R,; with homoge- 

neous numerator and denominator. It is eas!’ to give these expressions 

in the language of matrix calculus, y<lt the question of ho\v a large matrix 

with variable coefficients can be inverted practically is left unanswered. 

\\‘e must therefore discuss, in the sense’ of the rcmnrks made above, tnorci 

direct methods of using the special properties resulting from the network 

origin of the matrices. 

In Section 2 the fundamental concepts are csplained and the problem 

is precisely formulated. 

;\ theortxtn in Section 3 shows a relation between the terms of thca 

rational functions mentioned above and the forests (a generalization of 

the well-known notion of tree) of a network. The use of trees is quite 

current in modern circuit theory; tht, principal idea was alread_y es- 

pounded by Kirchhoff ~21. Nevertheless in the wording given here the 

theorem should be new, while its content and the proof are a straight- 

iorward generalization of theorems published, (a.~., b>- ‘frcnt 5) and 

Natllatl (41. 

In Section 4 a recursive algorithm is described which is based on the 

extraction and contraction of edges (thus “ec algorithm”) and on series- 

parallel reductions successively simplifying the network until only terminal 

networks are left. Simultaneously with this geometrical process the 

corresponding algebraic formulas are generated. \Vhile the idea of sim- 

plifying an electrical network by cutting or short-circuiting resistances 

is also not new (see, e.g., Minter L3j) no application in the form of thcl 

proposed algorithm is known to tile author. 
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Section 

directed graph N, i.e., as a set of n points Xi, . . . , X, and m edges 

E,, . . . > E,, on which certain incidence relations are defined. These 

relations may be represented by a matrix whose elements are 

alk Y ---- 1 

i 

+1 if Xj is the end point of Ek, 

if Xi is the initial point of E,(, 

0 otherwise. 

The sum of the n lines equals zero. But if we leave out any arbitrary line, 

for instance, the jth, we get the incidence matrix A, with reference point 

Xj. If N is connected, A has the maximum rank PZ ~ 1. (Connected 

networks are assumed throughout the paper, otherwise each connected 

component would have to be reduced individually.) 

In a similar way the cycles of N may be represented by the lines of a 

matrix: put + 1 in the kth column if E, has the same, and - 1 if the 

opposite, orientation as a fixed circular orientation of the cycle; put 

0 if E, is not part of that cycle. As is well known there are exactly p = 

wz - n + 1 independent cycle lines and we let a set of such lines form a 

cycle matrix B (of rank ~3). The lines of A are orthogonal to those of B, 

independently of the choice of the reference point and of the cycle base, i.e., 

,4R“ = 0. (2.1) 

We shall use the following concepts, customary in graph theory: 

A loop is an edge the initial and end point of which coincide. It will 

be supposed that our networks contain no loops primarily, though these 

may arise in the course of certain processes. A tree of a graph N is a connect- 

ed partial graph of N which contains all points and has no cycles (without 

respect to the orientations of the edges). A tree always consists of exactly 

(n - 1) edges. A v forest of N is a partial graph of N containing all points 

and no cycles and which consists of v connected components. By canceling 

(v - 1) edges in a tree (= a 1 forest) a v forest is generated. This contains 
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exactly (PZ - Y) edges. Kate that isolated points may also form connected 

components of a v forest. 

The next step is to apply the abstract graph to an electrical network 

for which some additional concepts must be introduced: 

clttaching a conductance g,; to each edge E, seemed more convenient 

than using resistances for this purpose. (Electrical engineers are asked 

to forgive the use of the small letter g. As the g,; play the role of the 

independent variables, capitals would have disturbed.) We now interpret 

the g, as the elements of an m-row diagonal matrix G and introduce the 

following m-dimensional vectors : 

i -: vector of the currents in the edges; 

i' = vector of thtl voltages o\.er the edges; 

q = erector of the current sources over thcl edges; 

P = vector of the voltage sources in the edges; 

These variables are connected by the following well-known physical laws : 

Ohm’s law. 

Kirchhoff’s node rule, 

i = G?j ; (2.2) 

.4(i - q) = 0; (2.3) 

Kirchhoff’s mesh rule. 

B(v ~ E) = 0. (2.4) 

In order to get a form convenient to our aims we note that with (2.1) 

and (2.4) there is a u such that 

7’ ~ e Z -4 “11. (2.5) 

The components of II are the potentials in the points, relative to the 

reference point. If we now introduce the \.ector zp, = Ag of current 

sources in the points and suppose that there are no voltage sources in the 

edges (i.e., e = 0) then Eqs. (2.2), (2.3), and (2.5) yield the following 

relation between current sources and potentials (where the reference point 

is absent) : 

I.znrav Alpbra and Its Applscntmu 1, 537-561 (1968) 
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su = W (2.6) 

with the symmetric matrix S = AGA“. 

Let us now mark the first n, points Xi, . . . , X,, as terminal points, 

and call the remaining n2 points X,,_i, . . . , X, inner points (n, + n2 = n). 

Xnl will act as the reference point for the matrix A. It is then quite 

natural to partition A and S in the following way: 

m 72, - 1 ?z2 

where .Sjk = AjGA,?‘ (j, k = 1, 2). 

Partitioning the vectors $1 and w correspondingly results 

Eq. (2.6) in the form: 

Siizt(i) + S&(2) = ZD, 

S&j(‘) + Sz2zL(2) = &#). 

in writing 

(2.7) 

The significance of the terminal points lies in the fact that current- 

voltage distributions are exclusively demanded where there are no current 

sources in the inner points, i.e., wC2) = 0. But in this case uC2) can immedi- 

ately be eliminated from (2.7) and we are led to the equation 

where 

341) = WC’), (2.8) 

3 = s,, - s,&.&,. (2.9) 

(It suffices to remark here that for connected networks and for all g, > 0 

det(S,,) # 0. More details follow later.) Thus (2.8) states a relation 

between the external currents and the potentials in the terminal points, 

i.e., the matrix S defines the conductance behavior of an n,-terminal 

network. Equation (2.8) may also be regarded as a generalization of 

Ohm’s law. It is natural to declare two electrical networks with the 

same number of terminals showing the same behavior, that is, having 

the same 3, to be equivalent. It is now our object to find the simplest 

equivalent network N’ for a given network N. Indeed, for each N an 

equivalent N’ without inner points exists. This seems quite plausible 
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since such an N’ is determined b!. "1 iI 2 
values like .i. It will be seen that 

the conductances in this complete graph o\rer the terminals S,, . , S,,, 

are uniquely determined by the geometry (i.e., by A) and the electrical 

properties (i.e., by G) of the given network. Thus a concise formulation 

of our problem would read: For fixed Ai, eq’wess the conductames o,/ the 

sim$e re@lacenzent network as functiom o,t the or@nal conductanm, i.p., 

of G. 
To this end we let y3,< denote the replacement conductance between 

the terminals Xj and X, and collect them again in a diagonal matris I’. 

Let A’ (n, ~~ 1 lines, ‘; 
0 

columns) denote the incidence matris of AY’ 

with reference point X,,,. r\s there are no inner points in S’ \v(’ IM\Y> 

,9! ~ S’ _ ,4’1:4”’ 

From the special shape of &4’ it follows immediately for the elements 

of 3’ that 

?]fk = - ]I+, for ,j f h, j, k < 91r - I ; 

.Y^,; ZE 5 YV for j < 92, - 1. 
t-1 
( 4 ) 

Now putting 9 = S and solving for the yJk we find 

(2.10) 

This shows the existence of the solutions asserted above. Uniqueness, 

i.e., also independence from the reference point, will follow easily from 

the theorem of the next section. There the apparent esceptional position 

of Yj,,, will also vanish. 

In order to obtain the explicit dependence on G we use (2.9) and define 

(at present for j, k < n, -- 1, j # K only) 

p&h, . . .) g,,) = -~- /.s,, . det (S,,) - S,,S$S,, j,, 

Q(hni, . , g,,,) = det(.$,) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 
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(where .Si? is the matrix of the cofactors of S,,). Because of (2.10) we have 

for det(S,,) # 0 

(2.13) 

It is easy to see that Pik and Q are homogeneous polynomials in the g, 

of degree (n, + 1) and n2, respectively. The object of the following 

sections is to find how to determine these polynomials avoiding the 

conventional e\.aluation of determinants with variable coefficients 

effectively. 

3. THE FOREST THEOREM 

In this section we present a theorem concerning the polynomials Pjk 

and Q defined in the preceding section for a connected network N. The 

enumeration of the terms of these polynomials is reduced to a statement 

of rather combinatorial nature. It ought to be remembered that the points 

Xi, . . . ) X,,, have been marked as terminal points. 

FOREST THEOREM. Pjk and Q are multilinear forms in the g,, with 

all coefficients = 1, of degrees (n, + 1) and n2 respectively. The terms of 

Pjk correspond one-to-olae to the (n, - I) f orests of N having the property 

that XJ and X, lie in the same component and that each of the other components 

contains exactly one terminal. The terms of Q correspolzd one-to-one to the 

?a1 forests of N having the property that each component contains exactly 

one terminal. 

Some explanations might be useful: To say that a term of the poly- 

nomial corresponds to a forest means, of course, that this term is the 

product of those g,, so that the E, with the same indices form the forest. 

The theorem makes sense for n, > 2 only. In the case ~.a = 0 it is trivial. 

The ni forest then consists only of isolated points and we have to let 

Q = 1. If for a certain pair (i, k) there is no (n, - 1) forest with the 

desired property we must let the corresponding Pjk zz 0. In the preceding 

section Pjk and Q have been defined for the case where X,, was the reference 

point for A and j, k < n, - 1. We see now that if the theorem is correct 

under these assumptions then it holds for all pairs of j, k < n,, j # k, 

where the definitions of Pjk are equivalent for all reference points X,, 

Y # j, Y # k; and those of Q for all reference points. 

Linear Algebra and Its Applications 1, 537-561 (1968) 
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The problem was originally posed for n, y= 2, i.e., calculation of the 

conductance of a network bctwccn two marked points. It might be 

worthwhile to reformulate the theorem for this special casc~: 

FOREST THEOREM FOR x1 = 2. 7‘jze conductance between t/u tu,o 

terminals X, and X, of the network N equals y = P/Q ufhere P(g,, . . . ) 5’,,, 1 

and Qh . . . , g,,,) aye multilinear forms in the g, with all coefficients = I, 

of degrees (x -- 1) and (n ~ 2), res$ectiaeli\J. The terms of I-’ corresfioml 

one-to-one to the trees (1 forests) of A’. The terms of Q corresfiond one-to-one 

to those 2 forests of hr wk% contain one oj th,e terminals in each romfionent. 

This may be illustrated by a very simple example. The net\vork of 

Fig. la contains eight trees (Fig. lb) and eight 2 forests with the afox- 

1 4 

(a) XI 0 . 3 .x2 

2 5 

FIG. 1. (a) Sctwork with two terminals; (t,) The eight trees (1 fowsts); (c) Thv 

tight 2 forests. 

mentioned propertv (Fig. 1~). Thus the replacement conductance ma!. 

be written : 

(In general the number of terms is not the same for 1’ and Q.) 

Proof of the forest theorem. In the light of the preceding discussion 

it will be sufficient to restrict ourselves to j, k < 9~~ ~ 1; n2 3 1. 
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a. Ntwrterator Pjk 

Starting from the partitioning of the matrix S given in Section 2 

and Eq. (2.11), namely 

P&,, . . , g,) = - l!S,, * det(S,,) - S,,S~~S&., 

it is easy to see that this expression equals minus the determinant of the 

matrix arising from S by canceling the first (xi - 1) lines except the 

jth, and the first (nr - 1) columns except the kth. 

From this it follows that 

PI,< = - det(A,,G>4,‘,), (3.1) 

where 4,? arises from A by canceling the first (?zi - 1) lines except the 

jth. A,, has (PZ~ f 1) lines and may be interpreted as incidence matrix 

of a network IVj which is received from N by identification of all terminals 

except the jth. (Loops originating from this identification give rise to 

zero columns in A,,.) Further let c.$’ be the ,&h (according to an arbitrary 

but fixed numbering) (~2~ + 1)-row minor of A,. This means that the 

superscript ,U defines a certain choice K,, = {ki(“), kz(@), . . . , k$,) of edge 

indices. Thus we get from (3.1) and the formula of Binet-Cauchy 

P,,? = - 2 c$) . det(G,,) . c&’ 

or 

where det(G,) is the principal minor of G, formed according to K,,. 

In the sequel we use a theorem of graph theory saying that an (n - l)- 

row minor of the incidence matrix of a graph with n points equals i 1 

if the edges corresponding to the columns of the minor form a tree, and 

that it vanishes otherwise. (The proof is not difficult; see, e.g., Berge 

111.) In our case it yields 

1irJ 

1 

il if the edges of K~, form a tree of A>, 
x1.1 = 

0 otherwise. 

Iiow we should note that the edges of KI” form a tree of Nj iff the same 

edges form an (n, - 1) forest in N such that the terminals X,, Y # j, lie 

in different components. Thus c#, c&j # 0 iff the edges of K!’ form an 
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(1~~ - 1) forest of N whereby all terminals X,, Y ,k j, and simultaneousl!- 

all terminals X,, v # k, lie in different components. Rut this is the cast 

only if Xj and X, lie in the same component and all other components 

contain one of the remaining terminals. 

Allowing that c# * ;(k) = & 1 the sign of this product must then 1~~ 

determined. The matrix consisting of those columns of Ai, which belong 

to K,, is therefore denoted by A:!$, and tlic first line of L4Jz’ by flj(l’). IA 

b 1”. .I b, be those lines of A$) (and of At:)) which correspond to the 

inner points of the component containing _\; and S,; of the (x1 -~~- 1) 

forest of N in question, noting that A$) ant1 _-li!$ differ onl!. I,>7 the first 

lines. Thus a,(“‘) and b,, . . , 0, are the lines of the incidence matris with 

reference point X,C of that component (and vice versa by interchanging 

j and k). This matrix has been augmcntctl b\. irrclclxilt zero columns 

stemming from the edges of other components. Therefore a,“‘) + CZ,~(“) ‘~ 

b, +-.- + b, = 0, and by successively adding /I,, , c!I,~ to the first lint 

of A$) the latter is turned into ~~ nf2(“) without changing the \Aue of 

the determinant, i.e., 

a$’ == det(Aj!,‘)) ::: -~ det(ilji:) :~ PX;!~‘. 

Together with (3.2) this proves the for& theorem for I’,, 

b. LIenominator Q 

This second part of the proof is much simpler and ma!. be formulatctl 

briefly. As stated before we have 

Q = det(S,,) = dt~t(A,GA,“) 

A, can be interpreted as an incidence matrix of the graph iYO originating 

from iV by identification of all terminals. IA x2(“’ denote the @h t+row 

minor of ‘4,. Its indices of columns build the set i.,, = {L1(“), la(“), . . , Ii:)]. 

Then 

I 
t1 if the edges of A,, form a trt:? of N,, i.e., such an ~1~ 

$C/l) = forest of N that all terminals lie in different components, 

0 otherwiscb, 

and 

(3.3) 
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where det(G,) is the principal minor of G according to A,,. The proof is 

thus complete. 

4. THE EC ALGOlIITHX 

This algorithm consists of simplifying a given network by steps until 

only terminal networks, i.e., networks without inner points, are left. 

Certain reduction steps are quite obvious: Two conductances g, and g, 

in series (where the intermediate point is not a terminal!) can be replaced 

by one conductance 

RI - A’, 
if=--- 

g1 + g2 

(abbreviation : g = g, ser g,) ; 

two parallel conductances, bv the one 

g = g, + g2. 

;\ network which, by repeated application of these two steps, can be 

reduced to a terminal network is called a serpa nehork, relative to fixed 

terminals. Here and in the sequel we use the abbreviation “serpa” for 

series-parallel. If all networks were of this sort our problem would easily 

be solved. As they usually are not we must look for other means. In order 

to make the principal of the present algorithm simpler to understand 

\ve illustrate it by the two-terminal example of Section 3. This is the 

simplest possible nonserpa network (Fig. 2, network N). 

4 1 

4 X 0 x, 1. 3 XI, 2 _yy& x. Q .x2 3 

2 5 
2 5 

N N’ N” 
I’rc. 1. TV’, Two-terminal network; N’, the result of extracting edge Ii,; ,V”, the 

result of contracting edge E‘,. 

The problem is, as before, to determine the replacement conductance 

y = P/Q. Because of the multilinearity of P and Q it is possible to write 

1’ = P’(g,, . . .,&I + g,. P“(&> . .,&J' 

Q = Q’(g21 . . .>RJ +g,*Q”(g,, . . .,gJ. 

L.ineav .4lgebra and Its .4pplxutions 1, 537-561 (1968) 
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For fixed, not vanishing g2, . . , g, we ha\,e 

But this means that P’Q is the conductance of the network L\-’ arising 

from N by extracting, i.e., canceling, the edge E,, and P”/Q” the conduct- 

ance of N”, arising by contracting E,, i.e., canceling the edge and identifying 

the two end points (see Fig. 2). But the two reduced networks are serpa 

and their conductances can therefore immediatelv be written down: 

I” 
F = g, ser ((g3 ser g4) + g5) = &!,g,g, + x’263g5 t hf2g4g5 

&&a + g,c?, + Rag, + g3g5 + k?4g5 

And with this: 

y = 5 _ g2g3g4 t 

Q 
. . . +m&g4g5 + fi1* @5 T . . . + g4g5) ) 

g2g3 + * . . + g4g5 + Rl * (62 + hn3 + g5) 

in conformity with the expression found in Section 3. 

In general we cannot expect to recei1.e serpa networks after one 

ec step (i.e., one extraction and one contraction). Rather we must first 

apply all possible serpa reductions to the two new networks and then 

continue with other ec steps and so on. The process shows a tree structure 

continually splitting up into two branches. The end points of the process 

tree correspond to terminal networks. Figure 3 shows such a tree belonging 

to the example developed in detail in Section 5. Each little square rep- 

resents one network. All networks are drawn in Fig. 4. No. 1 is the 

original and, Nos. 5, 6, 10, 14, 16, 18 are the terminal networks. Note 

that a serpa reduction is not possible after each extraction or contraction. 

In other words, the ec algorithm consists in recursive applications of what 

we shall call a “complete step. ” This starts from a network X and proceeds 

by the following geometrical operations : 

If possible serpa reduction, leading to network m. 

If m is a terminal network, stop. 

Otherwise choose ec edge E,!. 

Extraction of E, in fl leads to iv’. 

Contraction of E,, in n leads to R”. 
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(See the part of Fig. 3 marked in heavy lines.) 

FIG. 3. Process tree for the example of Section 5 (e, extraction; C, contraction; 

spr, serpa reduction). 

The course of the process is not unique because we are very free in 

the choice of E,z. This choice even strongly influences the shape of the 

process tree. Yet the problem of an optimal strategy was not considered 

up to this point. 

The purely geometrical aspect of the ec algorithm is quite simple and 

its essential features should have arisen out of the given facts. 

We have, on the other hand, to take into account the algebraic aspect 

of the algorithm evolving parallel with the manipulation of the networks. 

To this end we denote the polynomials attached to the networks 

of a complete step by 

For simplification we should observe the following fact : The polynomials 

attached to a network were understood to be the polynomials defined by 

the matrix S in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12). h -ow, in our electrical theory as 
in the forest theorem, the networks have always been supposed connected, 

otherwise it would be necessary to modify the definitions of A and S in 

order to avoid singular matrices. It seems therefore at first sight that in 

Linenr dlgebra and Its .4pp1zcations 1, .537--661 (1968) 



the choice of an cc edge E,L all edges which would destroy connectedness 

have to be excluded. Rut a further consideration shows this restriction 

to be unnecessq-, and f>vcry edge not incident with two terminals will 

be permissible as an ec edge. It is, how\w-, necessary to define I),,( antL 

Q somewhat more generaIl>.. The properties of polynomials asserted in 

the forest theorem (i.c., the correspondcnco bet\veen the polynomial 

terms and the forests of X) could lw used in the gcwrral case as defiuitims 

for the polynomials attached to ;I ntwwrk A’. As mentioned earlier IV<% 

understand the polynomial to \.anish idcnticnll\- if no forest exists, and 

(1 =- 1 if qz2 = 0. It is left to tlw rcatlcr to discuss in detail how the deca!. 

of :Y into connected components causes ;I factorization of the polJ.nomials. 

It suffices to remark hew that if there is a component without terminals 

then I:,; c Q G 0 (for all j, k), and 0 E 0 only in this cast. 1f.e recall, 

howc\w-, that the original net\vork is always supposed connected. 

\Tith this background it is now possible to discuss the details of thr 

(1~‘ algorithm \2ithout regard to tlw l,onnc~ctcdnc~~~: 

(1. S’er/w rsductioii 

IAd 11s suppose’ t11at I)!. ;I s~‘qLlerlcr of (Y 1) t~lc~rnentar!- serpa step5 

t11e edges El, , E, of the network LV with conductances gl, . , g, ;m 

reduced. Lrt thta “resulting edge” be E with the resulting conductanct> 

lxt the pol~~nomials of the iwtwork ,I’ 1~ 

~‘],(x’,~ 1 ,S,,,J> Ok,, . . .lS,,,Ji 

tliow ol tlw sc~pa rcduccltl net\vork LT, 

I’,,<(& ,! I g ,),l ki. (;s(;c, , , . , g,,,, c;‘) 

Ky inspection of thv degrees of the polynomials tlw following equations 

seem plausible : 



In order to give a short proof we separate in PI,< and Q the terms containing 

[ from the others: 

PjP = q + g . 4;’ & = QO) + g . Q’“. 

On the other hand, the serpa reduction is nothing other than the complete 

reduction of the partial two-terminal network ,v of X, which consists of 

the edges E,, . . , , E,, to one edge B. Thus one gets the terms of Pjk, Q 

according to the forest definition by combining the terms of pjk, 0 not 

containing [ with the Y-forest terms of fl. and the others with the tree 

terms of 8: 
‘jJfi = p;.;, . fj + p;p . p Yzz pik . Q 

c) = Q(I). & + 0”“. p _ 0 .(5. (J.E.1). 

In general several resulting edges l?r, . , J!?,, can arise in a serpa reduction, 

i.e., edges arising and not further reduced in the course of this reduction. 

We have then in the place of 0 the product 

(4.2) 

as a multiplicator in (4.1). This result is immediately obtained by succes- 

sive reduction of all partial two-terminal networks 8,. 

b. The ec ste,h 

The relations between the polynomials of ,v and those of the networks 

arising by extraction and contraction of E,& read 

(4.3) 

where p;k, 0’ consist just of those terms of pi,<, 0 which do not contain 

g,. This is seen as an immediate consequence of the forest definition of 

the polynomials. The special case whereby the extraction of E, generates 

a component without terminals is also easily- integrated. It arises if and 

only if g, is found in all terms of p,ik and 0. p;k and 0’ then vanish identi- 

cally and the network ,q’ can later be disregarded. In practice, however, 

we must ask ourselves whether it is worthwhile to do the time-consuming 

test for this situation after each extraction or if it would not be better 

to risk reducing a “dead” component and test only for isolated points. 
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Finall!~ two minor point5 should he raiwtl: 

(1) In the ec algorithm for all intcrmediatt~ networks the numerator 

and denominator polynomials, ant1 not the cluoticnts, are carried along 

simultaneousl\-. Then tlxw is no nwd to \vorr\- about common factors of 

P,,( and Q. 

(2) j1.c suppose that tlicl original nrWwk contains no loops, !,ct 

some loops may arise in the course of the algorithm. It is easy to SW from 

the forest definition, howe\~cr. that loops do not influcnw ;mv lJl,< nor 

Q. (This is also clrar for ph\%xl waons, 2s no current will ever flo\z 

through a loop.) \\‘c ma!- thcwfow c~ancc~l an!. loop irnrnc~tliatc~l!~ aftcq 

it has arisen. 

‘1. \ F31.1; I 

In conclusion, in Table I \vc~ briefI!. summarize the elements of 2 

“complete step.” It starts from a Iwtwork 3’ and aims to determine 

the attachctl polynomials Piii and Q. Thr complete step eitlirr produces 
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the desired polynomials (if 1%’ is a terminal network) or reduces the problem 

to two new ones, namely to determine the polynomials attached to the 

networks m’ and fl”. Scrupulous readers may note that the algorithm 

will always terminate after a finite number of steps because the number 

of edges is diminished by at least one in every step, for both branches 

of the process tree. 

3. PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF THE EC .~LGORITHM. EXAMPLE 

It is recommended that proper distinction between the geometrical 

and the algebraic side of the algorithm be made not only in the theoretical 

description but also in practice. It is even possible to carry out first the ge- 

ometrical part completely and only then to generate the algebraic formulas. 

One would proceed in this way especially when calculating a small example 

manually because here all intermediate networks are drawn in any case, 

thus providing all necessary information for later use. (See example, 

Figs. 3 and 4.) In the case of computer calculation, however, this question 

must be restudied. 

In programming the geometrical part, it may., in appropriate programm- 

ing language, be written as a recursive process calling itself at two points. 

(See the “complete step” as described at the end of the preceding section.) 

It is impossible to discuss such a program in detail, but some points 

will be given : 

Special attention ought to be paid to a compact representation of 

the networks in the computer (an incidence list is better stored than 

the full matrix A), and also to an economic time-saving performance 

of the serpa reduction. After the serpa reduction the incidence list of 

the actual network m has to be copied (if it is not a terminal network) 

because the first specimen of the list will be altered in the following 

extraction and in the affixed branch of the process tree (see Fig. 3). If 

the programming language used does not allow recursive procedures then 

of course an incidence list has to be deposed in a stack on each level of 

the tree. 

The algebraic part has been settled theoretically by the explanations 

in Section 4, and it should be clear at which places in the geometrical 

process algebraic information has to be produced. However, we ought 

to make clear what we mean by “determining the polynomials Pjk and 

Q.” In the first place, it is not necessary, not even desirable, to express 

the yjk explicitly in the independent variables g,, . , gn because even 

Linear .4lgrbvn and Its Applications 1, SST-,561 (1968) 



\vith small networks the number of terms of J)i,< and Q will be very largcl. 

We can save this bother and leave the formulas as they are directl) 

generated by the ec algorithm. (For comparison we counted the essential 

operations necessary for the c\xluation of all three yjk in the example 

given at the end of this section. ‘fhvrc are 29.5 operations with the explicit 

form according to the forest theorem , and X9 operations with the formulas 

of the% cc algorithm.) In order to get a clear and readable set of formulas 

the nelv conductances should be numbered globallv in the order of first 

occurrcncv , i.v., without rvspcc‘t to the rcvxrsive geometrical process, 

fi,,,-,> gin+,, ‘. .; and equally the polynomials, rJ.$‘, Q”), Pjz), Q(‘), . . 

In the second place, to come to a more technical point, the ec algorithm 

translates the description of the netlvork, gi\-en in a “source language” 

(e.g., by the incidence list) into a set of formulas expressed in a certain 

“intermediate language.” Tlir latter has to be interfireted afterward for 

numerical values. Therv arc different intermediate languages possible : 
The translater could generate, tt.g., perfect ALGOI, or FORTRA4S 

statements, or assembly code, to Ix inserted into a preprogrammed 

framework. Or the information might be delivered in the form of highly 

concentrated tables for \\.hich a corresponding interpreter had to lx- 

programmed. 

.Apart from the realization of translater and interpreter there is still 

the problem of calculating the Q,, arising in the course of the serpa reduc- 

tion. One possible procedure is to carry along the numerator and denomina- 

tor of each conductance separately. Thus the formulas for an elementar! 

series or parallel reduction of two conductancx would read 

where 

The 0, then simply. equal the denominators d, of the corresponding 

“resulting conductances” g,. (It is recommended that the 0, be numbered 

not continuously but according to the resulting conductances.) 
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FIG. 4. The 18 networks of the ec example. Yl is the original network. 

Linear Algebra and Ifs Applicaliows 1, S-561 (1968) 
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We have to note for the interpreter that the g,, and also the Q, sporad- 

ically associated with them, are to be evaluated in an increasing order 

of indices ; the intermediate P$) and Q(” with decreasing indices. 

In conclusion of this section, an example is described where n = 6, 

n, = 3, m = 9. Figure 4 shows the given network Nl and the networks 

N2,. . ., N18 derived from Nl. (The structure of the process may be 

seen in Fig. 3.) 

In the left-hand part of Table II the stations of the geometrical process 

are listed. “Spr” stands for serpa reduction. The right-hand side shows 

the corresponding formulas. In order to simplify the notation for the 

P$) and Q(‘) we abbreviated, e.g., 

pj;’ = pj.$’ + g, * p!s’ 
Ik ’ 

Q(1) = Q(z) + gl . Q(s) 

TABLE III 

1,. .) !I 1 

10 l/2 

11 312 

12 3/5 

13 s/5 3 

14 l/2 

15 3/2 2 

16 112 
17 312 2 

18 l/2 
19 3/2 2 

20 2 

21 213 

22 5/3 3 

23 3 

24 2 

25 2 

26 213 
21 */3 3 

PQ, = PQ2 +g,* f'Q3' etc. 

TABLE Iv 

Y P” QY 

11 1 1 3 1 

10 A 0 3 3 

9 6 1 6 4 

8 6 0 6 4 

7 3 3 8 3 

6 12 1 12 8 

-5 1 1 1 1 

4 3 0 0 2 

3 15 420 11 

2 23 8 8 18 

1 38 12 28 29 

Linear Algebra and Its APPlications 1, 537-561 (1968) 



The P$) of a terminal network are written as the elemrrrts above the 

diagonal of an nr-row matrix P,,, and Q’“’ as Q,,. 

Finally, for better illustration the numerical results for the case where 

all given conductances equal unity are listed in Tables III and 11.. In 

order to save space the three values for P$, Ptf, P!$’ are arranged on one 

line under the heading P,, in Table IV. The last line of that table contains, 

of course, the desired values of the proper polynomials PI,; and C,. It 

follows directly from the forest theorem that in the special numerical 

case presented here these values equal the corresponding numbers of 

(~1~ ~~ 1) and ~.r forests, respectively. 

Some parts of the paper, especially in Section 5, had to be kept short, 

and several problems might still be discussed in connection with the ec 

algorithm. We neglected, for example, the case where certain g, vanish 

so that Q = PJk = 0 for all j, k, and where it nevertheless makes sense 

to speak of replacement conductances yjk f 0. Special measures had to 

be taken for the calculation of these yjk. 

For the case where interest is centered on the dependence on one 

special variable g,,, it may be noted that the ec algorithm quite ob\iousl\ 

delivers yjk in a form which gives the nature of the dependence on the ,q,, 

eliminated in the first cc step directly. 

\I’e programmed the cc algorithm completel!. in .4LGOL, in such a 

way that the algebraic formulas are stored by the translater in the form 

of compact tables which can later be evaluated for actual numerical 

values by the interpreter. The author is indebted to Mr. Klaus Kocher 

for valuable work with regard to programming. The largest example 

carried out was a network with n = 12, qzr = 4, ~“rl = 22. The index of 

the JJ,, additionally introduced was running up to 1405, that of the intcr- 

mediate P$ and Q(“’ to 7136 in this case. 395 terminal networks were 

generated. 

The nature of our problem suggests the use of a programming language 

able to handle algebraic expressions automatically. Indeed, in an earlier 

stage of the studies, some successful experiments were done with the 

algebraic processor SYMRAL developed 1~~’ Prof. Max Engeli. In exper- 

iments of this sort the problem of the available memory space quick11 

becomes critical. 
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